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Morning CORE

Random crazy stat I read yesterday: The average user spent 27% of daily waking hours, or 4.3 hours, on
their mobile device in April 2020 — up 20% from 2019." Source: VentureBeat
US Futures-World Markets: It wasn’t easy, but the S&P finally closed at a new all-time high. Amazon carried
the market on its back yesterday. Depressed trading volumes are here with summer vacations and a lack of
new catalysts. SPY Headwinds persist at these lofty US equity levels. Will we see the next round of stimulus
checks? Pelosi is willing to meet Republicans ‘halfway’ as negotiations through the press continue. Primary
concern I’ve heard from friends and colleagues is online schooling for younger children. How do you work
from home with 2-3 kids on Zoom all day? Can single parents handle it? The consumer has been resilient
through this pandemic. Let’s see if that continues. Target (+7% pre-market) announced blowout numbersafter HD and WMT yesterday. Trump ramped up rhetoric against China as he asked university endowments to
divest their holdings of Chinese stocks ahead of possible delisting from American exchanges. Asia closed
mixed with China’s Shanghai a laggard (-1.2%). S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +5.80, 10-Yr Yield: 0.657%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Trump says he postponed trade talks with China last week and he does not want to speak
with them right now. He said "We'll see what happens" when asked if US would pull out of phase one
trade deal.
 The Trump admin believes it's possible that both sides agree on $500 bln stimulus which includes
money for post office, schools, and small businesses-Bberg
 Target reported its best quarterly comparable sales growth and online revenue that nearly tripled as
shoppers lapped up videogames, kitchenware and clothes during the pandemic using the retailer's
same-day delivery services.-Reuters
 Lowe's blew past analysts' estimates for quarterly same-store sales as it benefited from a surge in
demand for home improvement products from consumers stuck indoors due to the COVID-19
pandemic.-Reuters (Stock is +31% YTD)
 No new high-level trade talks have been scheduled between the United States and China but the two
sides remain in touch about implementing a Phase 1 deal, White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows
told reporters aboard Air Force One on Tuesday.-Reuters
 A network of financial institutions set up to address economic inequality have received multimilliondollar investments from GS, BAC, NFLX, GOOGL, and others, following the coronavirus pandemic and
the heightened attention on race.-WSJ
 AMZN: Story says Amazon’s move to expand its physical offices in six US cities and add thousands of
corporate jobs at those sites indicates that it is making long-term plans around office work, bucking
the work-at-home trend.-WSJ
 A senior ally of Chinese leader Xi Jinping called for a Mao-style purge of China’s domestic-security
apparatus last month, prompting investigations into at least 21 police and judicial officials, including
the police chief of Shanghai, the most senior target-WSJ
 The Department of Energy and Microsoft announced a partnership to develop artificial-intelligence
tools aimed at helping first-responders better react to fast-changing natural events, such as floods
and wildfires.-WSJ
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America’s leading CEOs got paid 14 percent more on average in 2019, and their paychecks could grow
again this year even amid the coronavirus pandemic, according to researchers from the Economy
Policy Institute.-NYP
LYFT, UBER: The ride-sharing companies, which face pressure to classify their freelance drivers as
employees in California, are considering options such as licensing their brands to operators of vehicle
fleets that would resemble independently operated franchises.-NYT
The number of apartments for rent in New York City has reached the highest level in more than a
decade, a sign many residents have left the city because of the outbreak, at least temporarily,
potentially creating a new obstacle to reviving the local economy.-NYT
After weeks of street protests calling for his removal, Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, the president of Mali,
has been detained by mutineering soldiers as a battle against jihadism in the Sahel region of the
country rages, a possible military takeover that could further destabilized the troubled country.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 ZeroHedge: Nicholas Colas’ Top 10 rookie trading mistakes https://bit.ly/3aBAds3
 The Hustle: How a janitor at Frito-Lay invented Flamin’ Hot Cheetos https://bit.ly/3217ito
 SF Chronicle: Rolling blackouts in California https://bit.ly/2CLkvOw
 BabylonBee: Prodigal Son Kicked Back Out After Old Tweets Surface (I liked the headline)
https://bit.ly/317MDVd
Charts from The Daily Shot ( https://thedailyshot.com/ ) :
As we saw yesterday (#2 here), homebuilder optimism is near record levels as housing demand soars. Residential
construction data confirm this trend, with July figures topping economists’ projections. Housing starts hit a multi-year
high (unadjusted).
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The latest increase was boosted by multi-family housing.
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Banks are prioritizing homebuyers vs. refinance applicants, as the two rates diverge.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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The year-to-date growth in house purchase mortgage activity varied across the country.

Source: AEI Housing Center
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This chart shows consumer debt changes in the first half of 2019 and 2020 (significant reductions in
credit card debt).

Source: LendingTree

some high-frequency indicators.
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• Indeed job postings:

Source: @JedKolko, @indeed Read full article

Airbnb bookings:

Source: MarketDesk Research
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The Midwest’s economy is recovering, supported by manufacturing coming back online.

Source: CIBC Capital Markets

However, Midwest consumers are cautious about the future and have curtailed activity, according to
CIBC.

Source: CIBC Capital Markets
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Should investors be concerned about rising concentrations (2 charts)?

Source: @bopinion Read full article

Source: @acemaxx, @FT Read full article
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Correlation among US stocks has declined sharply.(Expect to hear more of my most-hated phrase:
“It’s a stockpickers market.” It annoys me to even type that.)

Source: Variant Perception

Fund managers are increasingly convinced that we are in a bull market. (Contra-indicator?)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML
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China’s key equity index is also testing resistance.
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Here is how the GDP contribution of China’s trade with the US changed this year.

Source: Alpine Macro
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Will Brent crude shift into a new trading range?

The majority of US office lease terms are greater than eight years, …

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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… and they expire slowly over many years.

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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Internet gambling:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Hospitalizations due to fireworks accidents:

Source: @SteveStuWill

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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